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ABSTRACT

The goal of this work is to demonstrate the quality of

multilingual automati segmentations using the German

MAUS system ([1, 5℄) in order to substitute ostly manu-

ally segmented data by automatially segmented orpora.

In this study we investigated the inuene of language

spei� HMMs in a ross-language task namely the auto-

mati segmentations of English, Frenh and Japanese with

HMMs trained on German aousti data. Given the or-

thographi transription of an utterane we were able to

produe quite good segmentations with the "wrong" aous-

ti models whih will be desribed in detail in the following

setions. The reason for this an either be based on the big-

ger inuene of intra-/inter-speaker variability ompared

to the "interlingual variability" or on universal oartiula-

tion proesses as disussed below.

1. INTRODUCTION

By automatially segmenting aording to phoneme vari-

ous large orpora available from the BAS [4℄, we wanted

to obtain on the one hand a reliable segmentation and la-

beling for appliations in speeh proessing suh as ASR

and speeh synthesis (e.g. PSOLA). On the other hand we

want to expand our phoneti researh also to other lan-

guages than German. We already showed in [6℄ and [9℄

that it is possible to get omparable results to manually

segmented data in automati segmentation for German.

In these kinds of experiments we reah a orrespondene

with human labelers of approximately 78.5% by using the

MAUS tehnique, while human inter-labeller agreement is

about 80.4% ([1℄, [2℄).

MAUS (Munih AUtomati Segmentation) is an HMM-

based system for the automati segmentation of read or

spontaneous speeh. MAUS uses statistially weighted

rewrite pronuniation rules for German and a Viterbi based

alignment (HTK [3℄) to automatially segment large speeh

orpora. The German version is trained on manually seg-

mented data (approx. 1h40m of speeh).

To segment non-German databases with MAUS, we usually

have to train the system on the relevant aousti models

and to substitute the German rewrite pronuniation rules

by a orresponding rule set, whih is an expensive and

time-onsuming proess.

The following setion briey desribes the used data. Se-

tion 3 deals with the experiments we onduted in this

investigation:

� the method

� the segmentation results for Amerian English

� the segmentation results for Frenh

� the segmentation results for Japanese

The results are interpreted in setion 4 under the following

aspets:

� intra- and inter-speaker variability vs. "interlingual

variability"

� universal ommon oartiulation proesses

� Inuene of aousti vs. pronuniation modeling

Finally, results and future work are disussed in the last

setion.

2. DATABASE

The German MAUS system ([1, 5℄) was trained on approx.

30 h of unsripted speeh namely on the German portion

of the VERBMOBIL I orpus ([10℄).

It is used to segment German spontaneous or read speeh

by using statistial rewrite pronuniation rules for German.

The rules are trained on manually segmented data (approx.

1h40m of speeh).

Sine the German VERBMOBIL orpus ontains more

than 700 speakers the HMMs give a broad speaker-

independent distribution over German aoustis.

For the experiments in this paper we use expert pronuni-

ation rule sets without statistis for the language in ques-

tion ([11℄). The test data for English and Japanese are

subsets of the orresponding portions of the VERBMO-

BIL II orpus (1 volume eah). The Frenh aousti data

reorded in the VERBMOBIL task as well as the pronun-

iation rules were produed during an exhange with the

Institute of Phonetis, University Mar Bloh, Strasbourg,

Frane. Sine the latter are onsiderable smaller than the

English and Japanese data, the results from Frenh should

be seen as preliminar.



3. EXPERIMENT

3.1 Method

Metze et al. have shown in ([12℄) that it is possible to

identify a language automatially by omputing the on-

�dene measure of the aousti models of an utterane in

automati speeh reognition. They also found out that

using the German aousti models an lead to some prob-

lems. English aousti models seem to be very similar to

German ones.

That led us to the following assumption:

� Given German aousti models and pronuniation

rules it should be possible to obtain quite good au-

tomati segmentations for English based on a fored

alignment.

To demonstrate our assumption we segmented not only

the English data based on German aousti models and

pronuniation rules but also the Frenh and Japanese data.

To evaluate the quality of the segmentation, we ompared

it to manual segmentations of the same orpus.

3.2 Results

It has already been shown elsewhere that a uniquely orret

segmentation and labeling of an utterane does not exist

beause no two human experts are likely to produe exatly

the same segmentation for the same utterane. Not even

the same trained person will ome to exatly the same

transription if asked to repeat the segmentation of the

same utterane. In previous work it was shown that human

labelers an reah a orrespondene of about 80.4% ([13℄).

Taking this value as referene it has already been shown

that the German MAUS-System is statistially orret on

manual segmentations in 97.5% of the segmentations for

German with German aousti models ([5℄). Our results

were quite enouraging as an be seen in table 1:

Language orrespondene in perent

Frenh 86.02%

English 80.65%

Japanese 75.27%

Table 1: Comparison of automati segmentation and

manual segmentation of the same utteranes ompared to

the mean orrespondene of human labellers

The results in the Frenh labelling task seem surprisingly

high ompared to the other languages. One reason for

that may be the fat that the reorded speakers are from

a region lose to the German border around Strasbourg.

4. INTERPRETATION

The results of our experiment shows that aousti features

show onsiderable overlay in di�erent languages.

There are { among others { two non-exlusive hypotheses

to explain these results:

� Statistial: The intra-speaker and inter-speaker vari-

ability of aoustis and pronuniation is onsiderably

higher than the 'interlingual variability'.

� Phonologial: There exists a universal ore of oarti-

ulation proesses ommon to all three languages that

is reeted by the spei� rule sets.

4.1 Statistially Based Hypothesis

To automatially segment utteranes we usually use robust

aousti models whih are trained on the result of a broad

manual phoneti transription. For example, HMMs do

not onsider either diaritis or fundamental frequeny as

arateristi features. Comparing the standard SAM-PA

phone systems the following table shows the number of

equivalent phones. Note that beause of the loss of diarit-

is the number of phones per system was about 45.

Languages number of equivalent phones

ger-eng-jap-fra 17

ger-jap-fra 18

ger-eng-jap 18

ger-eng-fra 19

ger-jap 20

ger-fra 21

ger-eng 28

Table 2: Comparison of the number of equivalent phones

in the language spei� SAM-PA. ger stands for German,

eng for English, jap for Japanese and fra for Frenh.

Based on the fat that we use German aousti models,

we ompared the phoneti alphabets of the languages in

question with the German one.

It an be seen that about half of the equivalent phones of all

languages are the same. Bilingual omparisons (respetive

to German) an have at most two third of equivalent forms

as an be observed with German-English.

To illustrate the equivalent phonemes refer to table 3. It

an be observed that we get a orrespondene of plosives

[b, d, g, p, t, k℄, nasals [m, n, N℄, friatives [s, z, S℄, low and

entralized vowels [a, e, �℄, the liquid [l℄ and the semivowel

[j℄:



Languages equivalent strings

ger-eng-jap-fra �, N, S, a, b, d, e, g, j, k, l, m,

n, p, s, t, z

ger-jap-fra �, E, N, S, a, b, d, e, g, j, k, l, m,

n, p, s, t, z

ger-eng-jap �, N, S, a, b, d, e, g, h, j, k, l, m,

n, p, s, t, z

ger-eng-fra �, N, S, a, b, d, e, f, g, j, k, l, m,

n, p, s, t, v, z

ger-jap �, C, E, N, S, a, b, d, e, g, h, j, k, l,

m, n, p, s, t, z

ge-fra �, E, N, O, S, a, b, d, e, f, g, j, k, l,

m, n, p, s, t, v, z

ger-eng �, I, N, S, U, a, aI, aU, b, d, e, f, g,

h, i:, j, k, l, m, n, p, p:, r

Table 3: Equivalent phones in the language spei� SAM-

PA.

Based on this results we an onlude that

� there is a low 'interlingual variability' and

� the high onfusions of German and English in lan-

guage identi�ation found by [12℄ is probably aused

by the high orrespondene of the two phone systems,

thus resulting in a high overlap of the aousti models.

These �ndings suggest that the inter-lingual variability is

low as we expeted and espeially low for the language pair

German - English. To prove that this variability is mathe-

matially lower than the variability within a language a di-

ret omparison of intra-speaker and inter-speaker aousti

models would be neessary. Suh a omparison is a diÆ-

ult task and requires muh more data from single speak-

ers than was available for this investigation. However, it

is well known that speaker-dependent ASR, as in ditation

systems, fail if trained to the wrong speaker.

The models used in this experiment were trained to more

than 700 speakers. Therefore we expet rather broad sta-

tistial distributions in the HMM states that might overlap

an inter-lingual variability.

4.2 Phonologially Based Hypothesis

It has been shown elsewhere that gestures an be onsid-

erably redued or even omitted if the sequene of gestures

beomes too omplex and if the new form does not lead to

a homonym ([15℄).

There are de�nitely universal sequenes of gestures whih

are diÆult per se, independent of the mother tongue.

For example in German, espeially in unprompted speeh

whih is more relaxed than read speeh, the word�nal plo-

sives may be left out, if the elision does not lead to an

ambiguity in word semantis. This was shown in ([14℄).

Weak forms, i.e."in unstressed [funtion℄ words the dis-

tanes the artiulators travel are redued to spaes loser

to their neutral positions". Word�nal onsonants, espe-

ially those whih need apial gestures, like \-t" in Ger-

man \brauht" are often eliminated. This would not a�et

word pereption. In other words after using the tongue

dorsum as artiulator an artiulatory gesture produed by

the tongue apex - a "more ontrolled and preisely tuned

[...℄ therefore also more ostly" gesture - is replaed by a

"long oral losure of the dorsum". The preeeding friative

is not redued beause of its "aoustially and auditorily

far more" distintproperty whih leads to a more salient

value [p. 87f.℄.

Comparing the language spei� rules there are in fat uni-

versal rules whih an be seen in all languages, e.g. palatal-

ization of plosives before high vowels, �-elision, entraliza-

tion as well as deletion of (long) vowels in weak positions,

assimilations of manner or plae of artiulation or the loss

of plosives if ouring in wordend position. (For more de-

tails on the spei� rule sets refer to [9℄, [11℄, [16℄).

Of ourse, a universal ore of oartiulation proesses om-

mon to all observed languages is neessary for the observed

results. But in priniple there only have to be orrespon-

denes between the German rule set and the other language

spei� rule sets.

When omparing the language spei� rules with the Ger-

man rule set many similarities an be observed espeially

in English and Frenh:

� Devoiing of plosives in wordend position. This in-

ludes both glottalization and elision of the orre-

sponding phone.

� Friativization of voied plosives. This an be ob-

served not only in English but also in German regional

variants.

� Voiing of unvoied onsonants between vowels.

� Voalization of r.

� Monophthongization of diphthongs. This phoneti

proess an be found in regional variants whih are

inluded in the German rule set.

� Centralization of vowels.

4. CONCLUSION

In the preeding setions we showed that it is possible to

get quite satisfying automati segmentations of several lan-

guages while using German aousti models. We disussed

two hypothesis for this phenomenon whih are summed up

as follows:

� There is a low 'interlingual variability' of the language

spei� phoneme sets

� The intra-speaker and inter-speaker variability is un-

doubtedly high but is ompensated for by the robust-

ness of the aousti models.

� There exists an universal ore of ommon oartiula-

tion proesses of all three languages whih are aused

by artiulatory onstraints.



� A orrespondene of pronuniation rules of the Ger-

man rule set to the other languages was observed as

well.

We still have to investigate if the aousti models them-

selves orrespond as well. Therefore we need aousti mod-

els of the individual speakers of all languages to ompare

their formant strutures, fundamental frequenies et. The

average models for eah language an then be ompared

aross languages.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to quantify the on-

tributions of aousti vs. pronuniation modeling for the

e�et presented in this paper.
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